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(Dictation)
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1   Sending ...................... into space costs a lot of money.

a) surgeons b) astronauts c) geologists d) farmers

2   The ancient Egyptians ...................... the Pyramids.

a) built b) are building c) have built d) were built
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3   In the science lab, the teacher helped us to do some ...................... .

a) exports b) experiments c) experts d) expressions

4   English ...................... all over the world.

a) is speaking b) has spoken c) will speak d) is spoken

5   Dr Reda is a famous ...................... . He does operations in our public hospital.

a) astronaut b) geologist c) doctor d) surgeon

6    ...................... you interested in reading?

a) Did b) Are c) Does d) Do

7   I saw her ...................... flowers in the garden by chance.

a) picks b) picking c) to pick d) picked

8   You can listen to useful programmes ...................... the radio.

a) in b) at c) on d) with

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. We go to the cinema from time to time. (occasionally)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. It’s her habit to sleep early. (used to)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Mona worked in the pharmacy last month. (ago)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Find and correct the mistakes in the following sentences:

1  Gerham Bell discovered the telephone. (……………)

2  My favourite actor is Adel Emam. He is very unknown. (……………)

3  The developments in the medical field wasted the lives of millions of people. (……………)

4  Answer the following questions:

1. Where was Dr El-Baz educated?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. What do you know about Dr Mustafa El-Sayed’s son?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Did girls usually go to school in Egypt in the past?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Ghandi was the leader of the Indian independence movement.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

T?[���  -7�  ?&  ����7 d��/� D:1�  e�H •
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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(Dictation)

���&..............................................................�F/�f..............................................................
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m���..............................................................���E��..............................................................

g+'V�[ – �	F
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U�(*..............................................................?n� oI..............................................................

I�
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Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

?* '���(� K�"�..................................................��pFf -9
�..........................................................

?& �%��.................................................. �(F(E�� D�(�..........................................................

qqq� ��	��& B�"�..................................................-�H� +�FE�� -9��..........................................................

��F�4� =���.................................................. �	F
��� ?�& P�*..........................................................

P�* b(��..................................................0�k,>& B���..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1   If a place is ......................, it’s full of people.

a) coward b) covered c) crowded d) empty

2   I couldn’t answer the phone because I ...................... a shower.

a) had b) had had c) would have d) was having

3   Dickens saw how ...................... life was for poor people.

a) happy b) interesting c) pleasant d) hard
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4   They left for Alexandria after ...................... their work in Tanta.

a) finished b) had finished c) finishing d) finish

5   If you ...................... something wrong, you’ll be punished. 

a) do b) make c) finish d) cut

6   ...................... finished the report, the secretary gave it to the manager to sign it.

a) Before b) During c) After d) Having

7   Saving some money will ...................... your life easier in the future.

a) cause b) do c) make d) take

8   It was ...................... when my father had arrived home that we had lunch.

a) until b) till c) so d) only

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. When I met Ali, he was shopping. (On)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. She did her homework, then she slept. (No sooner)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. While it was raining, I didn’t go out. (During)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Find and correct the mistakes in the following sentences:

1  The floor is the inside surface of the top part of a room. (……………)

2  Don’t say lies again. (……………)

3  She was born blond, so she can’t see. (……………)

4  Answer the following questions:

1. Who was the owner of the house in which Bertha lived?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. How can we make life easier for people who cannot walk?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. How did Caleb feel while telling his daughter the truth?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Industry, agriculture and tourism are the main sources of our national income.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

T0�F1���� ?& ���9�� � �X��  ���  B�  �R.  ,  0�F����<�  s9�  �F*�	/��  +��t��  B�. •
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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(Dictation)

d��  ..............................................................�F�4..............................................................

i�/� %..............................................................+��'E�� �7�I..............................................................

u����&..............................................................D�E�� P�..............................................................
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W�� – W���.............................................................. �F�R* ��'��..............................................................

�R$�� 5��..............................................................b1E&..............................................................

 �F��'x���� +'.�v..............................................................�
	��..............................................................

��'R�� �R�...............................................................g0�&��9&h -�E�..............................................................

+I�*� – ��'"�..............................................................y;�	&..............................................................

�(9&..............................................................���H�..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

 +�*��R�� K�L�..................................................qqq� �F
&..........................................................

'F�z {'��..................................................m�� C���..........................................................

P�* 6.'�..................................................��1�4%� P� C�	�..........................................................

P� ���93 ���..................................................D�H�� �F9�..........................................................

� �9& B��R9�..................................................���� �
� P�..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1   I know how to spell this word, but I don’t know how to ...................... it.

a) speak b) talk c) pronounce d) describe

2   No progress will be achieved unless all the citizens ...................... for the good of their country.

a) co-operated b) will co-operate c) co-operate d) co-operates

3   My teacher asked me to repeat the ...................... using the right amounts of chemicals.

a) experiment b) experience c) operation d) process
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4   Would Ahmed be angry if I ...................... his bicycle without asking?

a) take b) will take c) took d) had taken

5   With just a click with your mouse you see it immediately. That’s ...................... !

a) incredible b) disappointing c) exhausting d) boring

6   You won’t win the first prize ...................... you train very hard.

a) if b) in case of c) unless d) without

7   ......................’s your eyesight like?

a) Why b) Where c) How d) What

8   I ...................... out if it is stormy.

a) wouldn’t go b) won’t go c) wouldn’t have gone d) hadn’t gone

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. Eating rich food sometimes leads to indigestion. (If)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Drivers will come to Hurgada if the coral reefs remain beautiful. (unless)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. I’m not a lawyer; I can’t defend her. (If)

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

3  Find and correct the mistakes in the following sentences:

1  Touch, smell, taste and hearing are called organs. (……………)

2  The brain analysis the information it receives from the senses. (……………)

3  Video memory is the ability to remember things by looking at them. (……………)

4  Answer the following questions:

1. Why do your brains think that light comes downwards?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. What does the brain control?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. What does the human brain store?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  A) Translate into Arabic: 

The brain receives and sends signals to regulate the body’s movement.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

T������ D�R���  !�9��  P��  !&c�  5�	�  {��E� •
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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(Dictation)

P
��..............................................................P&��..............................................................

�F�	7..............................................................�	��R�� P,���..............................................................
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��'R�� �.',..............................................................����& ` K�'�..............................................................

�k��E&.............................................................. Z��&..............................................................

+��R�H�..............................................................�E3..............................................................

 �V�R�� P�..............................................................?�E�..............................................................

C�'&..............................................................�F
&..............................................................

'Ft&..............................................................j��&..............................................................
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Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

 :
	�..................................................=�7� '�"	�..........................................................

0����3 B |�"�..................................................?& P�Q�..........................................................

W$"�..................................................��	�� 5PX�..........................................................

P�* '4Q�&..................................................���(R� I�I6�..........................................................

?& v�4Q&..................................................0�&��9& P�* -/E�..................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  Urban life has its pros and cons. It has ...................... .

a) good things and bad things b) advantages only

c) disadvantages only d) noise and quietness

2  It’s five years ...................... my brother visited Cairo.

a) when b) for c) since d) yet
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3  Many countries ...................... out a census to get correct information.

a) carve b) carry c) perform d) cut
4  She is back in Egypt now. She ...................... to Italy.

a) has been b) has gone c) is going  d) is being
5  A large ...................... of her income is spent on her studies.

a) money b) salary c) percent d) percentage
6  Somebody ...................... my car! Now I’ll have to walk home.

a) steals b) have stolen c) has stolen d) is stealing

7  I felt like a fish out of water. I’m ...................... .

a) comfortable b) hungry c) ready to swim d) unhappy and lost
8  I ...................... 100 pages of this book. 

a) am reading b) have read c) have been reading d) was reading

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. She left the house a minute ago. (just)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. I last owned a car when I was in Italy. (since)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Ali is still watching the movie. (yet)

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

3  Find and correct the mistakes in the following sentences:

1  “Feel at house” said Ahmed to his guests. (……………)

2  Statistic was my favourite school subject. (……………)

3  People go to the country to enjoy with the fresh air. (……………)

4  Answer the following questions:

1. What role do researchers play in doing a census?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. How often does Egypt do a census today?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. How can countries benefit from doing a census?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  A) Translate into Arabic: 
I’m obsessed with the countryside: woods, forests, fields, lakes and mountains.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

T�
���R�� !��L$��� B�"��� I�* ?* 0�&��9& uR�� 5�/,<�� �p19��� P&�(�� 6.'R��  8�(� •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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5Unit

(Dictation)

}�1&  ..............................................................�9Rf..............................................................

� �E�� ~(E�..............................................................g'9$��h �F���..............................................................

'9f..............................................................+'�67..............................................................

'FL4 ` I�7..............................................................P	��	7..............................................................

Z��
&.............................................................. ���93 't.�..............................................................

N��R�..............................................................�'�
�..............................................................

 }�	�..............................................................'/1��..............................................................

���* ` PL#& 'Fx..............................................................K(	� ` '
E�..............................................................

?1� ` y�..............................................................�F*��z ��� �9L�..............................................................

�,�7��..............................................................d'9$�� Bz���..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions
 � ���'� :���..................................................��p��I -k�..........................................................

� ���'9& 8�(�..................................................? ��E�� '9$� %..........................................................

0�1���� dI��..................................................�*��(�� u1��..........................................................

'7�$��..................................................�

�& U�$*�..........................................................

� 2F��
F�� -/��..................................................q� ?[�&..........................................................

 
5

 

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1   Ahmed ...................... out of bed and quickly got dressed.

a) helped b) hopped c) rested d) slept

2   She refused ...................... for what she had said.

a) apologise b) to apologise c) apologising d) to apologising

3   He is a keen ...................... . He spends much time looking after the flowers. 

a) gardener b) botanist c) waiter d) scientist
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4   My country deserves ...................... my life for it.

a) to sacrifice b) sacrifice c) sacrificing d) sacrificed
5   My toes are ...................... because of the very cold weather.

a) pinching b) looking c) locking d) staying 
6   Put your toys ...................... . Your room is untidy.

a) down b) on c) side d) away
7   He used “moon” as a ...................... for “noon”.

a) verse b) poem c) rhyme d) rhythm
8   Fancy ...................... you here. It’s a surprise.

a) meet b) to meet c) meeting  d) met

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. He said that he would be happy to help me. (mind)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. I can do what I want and you can’t stop me. (You can’t stop)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. I felt sorry as I didn’t arrive on time (regret)

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

3  Find and correct the mistakes in the following sentences:

1  People use hey to feed animals. (……………)

2  If something is not covered by anything, it’s bear. (……………)

3  To big is to move earth and make a hole using a tool. (……………)

4  Answer the following questions:

1. What does the speaker want from the gardener?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Do you think the speaker likes the gardener? Why/Why not?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. What many things does the gardener do in the garden?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Planning for the future helps us to lead better lives in the future.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

T����*  ���fc�  C1/��  W�'���  P�  0���1	��  i����  b����� •
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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(Dictation)

��'R�� 8�,Iz�..............................................................!FR/� – !R/�..............................................................

?Ef �F9�..............................................................j���..............................................................

� �'�'(� K�"�..............................................................!"E��..............................................................

0���F��� 8I��*..............................................................y�
& – =7�&..............................................................

-F1H – ~�'[..............................................................����..............................................................

 �pF1��..............................................................B6��..............................................................

���R,..............................................................����&..............................................................

D��7..............................................................uF	/� �F9�..............................................................

!R/&..............................................................?F�V'��..............................................................

�F��p�& P����..............................................................����L�..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

?"R� �& _'HQ�..................................................+5�
"� ?�6	1�� i'E�..........................................................

���9&� ���&..................................................0�1F�'� -R9� 8�(�..........................................................

?�E��..................................................~�'[ _'H�..........................................................

� ��'* 8�(�..................................................?& �FR...........................................................

 i>[<� P�* � ��'$& �F�..................................................?�6	1��� 'F�� +��FH..........................................................

 
6

 

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  Our journey will end in Paris, so Paris is our ...................... .

a) navigation b) aviation c) evaporation d) destination 

2  I can’t reach the books on the shelf. I ...................... a ladder.

a) bring b) will bring c) am bringing d) am going to bring 
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3  One day, cars may run ...................... vegetable oil.

a) by b) out c) out of d) on

4  I think our team ...................... the league this year.

a) will win b) is going to win c) is winning d) wins 

5  The rice is ...................... in a large building near the village.

a) storage b) stopped c) stormed d) stored 

6  Look at those clouds! It ...................... .

a) will rain b) is going to rain c) is raining d) rains 

7  Mona’s sister is going to ...................... a baby next month.

a) raise b) feed c) have d) bring 

8  The train to Alexandria ...................... at 6 o’clock.

a) will leave b) is going to leave c) is leaving d) leaves

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. Sorry! I can’t meet you tomorrow. My uncle has arranged to visit us.  (visiting)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. The teacher threatened to punish me for coming late.  (will)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. I don’t intend to do this work again.  (I’m)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Find and correct the mistakes in the following sentences:

1  Feather means in or after a longer way.  (……………)
2  The school conductor visited our school last Monday.  (……………)
3  The problem of pollution is getting wars every year.  (……………)

4  Answer the following questions:

1. Why are exhaust fumes so harmful?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Do you think air pollution will get better or worse in the future? Why?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. What is the importance of sat-nav system in modern cars?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  A) Translate into Arabic: 

Youth are the hands that serve the country in times of peace and war. 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

T\��E��  '/9��  P�  �*�	/��  �F(F(, �����  D�'�1��  e�$�.�  �9� •
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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(Dictation)

d��*..............................................................���k�..............................................................

�F/�$�� ���k	��..............................................................8�H..............................................................

+� �9 o&..............................................................'$1��..............................................................

d'/* – \��,..............................................................'�z�	��� �6���
��..............................................................

B�&c�..............................................................�R��..............................................................

���..............................................................+�F7 �E/�..............................................................

PL#�..............................................................B>*�..............................................................

�F,>/�� P��	&..............................................................�E. – C"�..............................................................

B�&c� 8�6,.............................................................. �]�E�& – �(�9& ���%..............................................................

�&�9�� ���k	��..............................................................U�:7..............................................................

�'&..............................................................�'& ��$���..............................................................

P19f – 8�*..............................................................j��& – d��9��� U�/&..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

 �'R��� U�/�..................................................�'R�� K	���..........................................................

�F1L�� ���E��..................................................P�* ��',..........................................................

�*'��..................................................��c� P�* P �(�&..........................................................

~�'L�� P�* ?&Q�..................................................K��7 P�..........................................................

 P�� TTTTT ?& -(�	�.................................................. +'LF��� E�..........................................................

?& PRE�..................................................?& u	R�..................................................

 
7

 

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  You should boil ...................... water before drinking it. 

a) tap b) tape c) tip d) tin

2  I ...................... work fifteen hours a day when I began my engineering career.

a) must b) should c) had to d) will have to
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3  Food is digested in the ...................... .

a) brain b) stomach c) kidney d) heart

4  I warn you, it is foggy. You ...................... drive fast.

a) shouldn’t b) needn’t c) won’t d) mustn’t

5  You should ...................... the amount of chocolate you eat not to put on weight.

a) limit b) increase c) double d) enlarge

6  I strongly advise you to revise for your test. You ...................... do that.

a) should b) shouldn’t c) mustn’t d) must

7  They put ...................... in a bowl to kill the rat.

a) juice b) food c) grass d) poison

8  You ...................... tell lies. It is against proper religious beliefs.

a) must b) mustn’t c) should d) shouldn’t

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. It is a good idea to go to the gym more often. (ought)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Don’t stay up late or it may work against you. (mustn’t)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Everyone is obliged to pay taxes. (must)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Find and correct the mistakes in the following sentences:

1  Children’s hands may be covered with grams. (……………)

2  My son has passed the infection from his sister.  (……………)

3  This soup tastes well. Your mother is a good cook.  (……………)

4  Answer the following questions:

1. What is the meaning of the word “hygiene”?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. How can we protect ourselves from infection?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Why do you think brushing teeth is important to keep healthy?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Hospitals should be clean and well-equipped with modern medical instruments.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

TbH�c� i'$�� �(L	&� �F(�'�� P� dI��'��  �;��I  '/& �F9���  B�  ��% •
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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8Unit

(Dictation)

D����..............................................................-R9� 8�(� – dI��..............................................................

 �F"�& P� ��'f..............................................................P,'�& K��...............................................................

0�z�
�..............................................................Z'�R�� �1$4..............................................................

 !��9��..............................................................P��&..............................................................

:(	�..............................................................'HQ�..............................................................

�(F(E��.............................................................. B>�4..............................................................

'*�$&..............................................................0�
3..............................................................

D�E� �L(�..............................................................�F&�� +'"
&..............................................................

U�/&..............................................................-tR&..............................................................

Z'�&..............................................................C���..............................................................

�_�� – D�R&..............................................................�*�(�&..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

�� -��(�..................................................?���� P� TTT uX�..........................................................

�L���� :4Q�..................................................qqq� ="�& PL9�..........................................................

?& � ���14� P(���..................................................?& TTTTT �F9���..........................................................

!��9�� 5�E�� -. P�..................................................D�, D����..........................................................

P�* � 2I�..................................................qqq� -tR�..........................................................

 
8

 

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  I heard Ali say the opposite yesterday, so it’s ...................... that he was lying.

a) ashamed b) obvious c) foreign d) famous

2  If I ...................... harder at school, I would have got better grades.

a) have worked b) had worked c) worked d) work
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3  The minister was sent ...................... because the king was angry with him.

a) up b) away c) off d) on

4  ...................... my rich patron, I wouldn’t have been a successful writer.

a) If b) Unless c) In case of d) Without

5  He ...................... around the village not knowing where exactly to.

a) wondered b) wandered c) wanted d) weighed

6  I would have visited my grandfather if I ...................... time.

a) had b) had had c) have had d) have

7  Don’t talk too much. Try to ...................... the jobs you are supposed to do.

a) work b) have c) make d) do

8  ...................... I known your secrets, I wouldn’t have told anyone about them.

a) If b) Unless c) Were d) Had

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. If he had studied hard, he would have succeeded. (because)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. They lost the match because they didn’t train hard.  (Had)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. You didn’t attend the party, so you didn’t see our old friends. (If)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Find and correct the mistakes in the following sentences:

1  A cinema is a building with a stage where plays are performed.  (……………)

2  Cordelia and Lear were cultured and sent to prison.  (……………)

3  “Hinder” means walking with nowhere to go.  (……………)

4  Answer the following questions:

1. How do you think Lear felt when he found out how much Cordelia loved him?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Who put Cordelia and King Lear into prison? Why?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Why was King Lear angry with Cordelia?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Shakespeare enriched English literature with a lot of great works.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

T?�'4�� �1, ?* 'F19���  �F
F.  !�9��  B�  -X�c�  ?& •
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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9Unit

(Dictation)

{'���.............................................................._��f..............................................................

P9F1L�� {>9��..............................................................�Rk	&..............................................................

\E� – !���..............................................................�F	�R�� +�FE��..............................................................

K����..............................................................�E�� 5���..............................................................

m'E�& PH'...............................................................~V�* – ���93..............................................................

s�'& – ��13..............................................................P�* -L�..............................................................

P
��..............................................................����	&..............................................................

i�9&..............................................................��&��& – -&���..............................................................

 ?F��9R�� �F1RF��c� U�9�c�..............................................................d�(�� U�9��..............................................................

d��R9& N�	�&..............................................................��4 N��&..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

�� ���. K9��..................................................?& U'(���..........................................................

u& -3����..................................................�F���c�� '����..........................................................

j�E�..................................................?H P�..........................................................

-&c� �(
� – ?* P����..................................................W��R�� B�. �R�&..........................................................

?& _��..................................................P� m��$�..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  Helen used ...................... to learn how to contact others.

a) touch b) smell c) eating d) hearing

2  This is Marwa. She is ...................... housewife.

a) a b) an c) the d) no article
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3  The Olympic Games are originally for amateur ...................... .

a) winners b) athletes c) sports d) athletics
4  A lion attacked the guard, so the guard had to shoot ...................... lion.

a) a b) an c) the d) no article
5  He was congratulated for the ...................... he made during his sports career.

a) achievements b) games c) medals d) awards
6  Mount Everest is ...................... highest mountain on earth.

a) a b) an c) the d) no article
7  In sport, there are ...................... and losers.

a) sports b) winners c) trainers d) performers
8  My brother is ...................... fastest swimmer in our school.

a) a b) an c) the d) no article

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. I need some water. (a)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. I bought a car which is old.  (an)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Cairo is Egypt’s capital. (the)

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...

3  Find and correct the mistakes in the following sentences:

1  My grandmother died aging 90 years old.  (……………)

2  My son is taking place in the running race.  (……………)

3  Some people play Kung Fu to defend themselves.  (……………)

4  Answer the following questions:

1. How do you think we can help people like Helen Keller?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. What made Helen blind and deaf?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Who was Anne Sulivan?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Doing sports teaches us cooperation, tolerance and self-reliance.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

T�F���'��  -��ER��  P�  0�F���FR��  ?&  ���9��  ���/, ?�:��  ?FF���'��  ����L�Q�  '/& '�
� •
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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The Novel (Oliver Twist)

1Chapter

(Dictation)

g �>t& U��h i'L�........................................................���........................................................

CF/�........................................................�
	��........................................................

WF9�........................................................P"1�........................................................

�F,>3� ` Q��&........................................................u��/&........................................................

!F��........................................................�4 ` �	7�........................................................

!��1�........................................................ 8�'E& ` 8�9 �&........................................................

WFE�........................................................KX#�� ���f........................................................

� 2�7 'F#3........................................................8'"��........................................................

d��'�........................................................�*�� ` ���3........................................................

�F9� ` �V��........................................................�R���........................................................

�FH........................................................B>�4........................................................

K��9�........................................................�"$�........................................................

U�1�� ���I........................................................P�
��� ~��L��........................................................

� �*�7 ��X��........................................................-R9�� K,�3........................................................

C�'& 'Fx........................................................W�"��........................................................

!9L��........................................................-.'�........................................................

�3'�........................................................g��', !�9��h P13........................................................

�����........................................................86�� ` U'X�........................................................

_�6� ` '1"� ` �R	�........................................................F������ u��3........................................................

Vocabulary
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1

 

A) Answer the following questions:

1  How was Oliver’s mother when she arrived at the workhouse? 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  Why did the managers of the workhouse tell Oliver that he was lucky? 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  How was Oliver punished for asking for more food? 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4  Do you think Oliver’s life at Mr Sowerberry’s house was better than in the workhouse? Why?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  Do you think that Oliver was lucky? Why?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“You’ve given him too much meat. You’ve been too kind to him. Leave him in this room 

without food for a few days, then feed him only soup.”

1  Who said these words?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  Where was the speaker?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What had happened before these words were said?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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2Chapter

(Dictation)

�17�........................................................��',........................................................

�3'�........................................................� ����1&........................................................

P4'���........................................................WL9& ` �L���........................................................

?�H........................................................D�(, ` 0%��&........................................................

C�'���........................................................�91�........................................................

���I........................................................�1���........................................................

0���f� ` 0�&>*........................................................+Q��&........................................................

��'�........................................................?.�........................................................

?F"H........................................................+��:� 't.�........................................................

-F��........................................................g!�fh -F1� -7�........................................................

�F1/9�........................................................0�';��&........................................................

+'"
 �&........................................................!.�, ` ����........................................................

���&........................................................�EX �&........................................................

CF1�........................................................-��	&........................................................

P1$4 i��	3........................................................0�&>*........................................................

';�k��........................................................KF7........................................................

'�',........................................................K�"�� uF1� -E&........................................................

��14�........................................................y;�	&........................................................

�k
E&........................................................g�&�H'&h �F��z +��3........................................................

�� �*�H........................................................-FR7........................................................

�['$�� !��........................................................-F��� �;'�� ��'*........................................................

N��R�........................................................C�' �&........................................................

��/�........................................................P*��� ����........................................................

� ��F9� P&'�........................................................uFX� ` �(
�........................................................

bV�,........................................................'FE�&........................................................

e��.�........................................................

Vocabulary
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2

 

A) Answer the following questions:

1  What did Oliver do during his long journey to London?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  Do you agree that Fagin was a miser? Why?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What do Fagin and the boys do for a living?     

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4  What did the magistrate decide first concerning Oliver? Why did he change his decision?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  Why do you think that London depressed Oliver when he first saw it?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“Go and find Oliver. Don’t stop until you find him, not even for a minute.”

1  Who said this? To whom?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  What was the speaker’s job?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Why was the speaker in a hurry?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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3Chapter

(Dictation)

}�E�........................................................P���........................................................

�& �, P�� ` � �&�R�........................................................W/�........................................................

~�(�........................................................��'�&........................................................

+Q��........................................................�e�.........................................................

D>4 ?&........................................................WL��� ` _6�	�........................................................

qq� ~E���........................................................B>*�........................................................

W/�	&........................................................�1�'� 5�:,........................................................

i'��........................................................'4�........................................................

u����........................................................'XE��........................................................

� 2(,........................................................��F�4�........................................................

bL4........................................................8�F#��� �1� �&........................................................

-X
��........................................................W�'��........................................................

N��& ` �F��	�........................................................Z�1/&........................................................

5��........................................................����........................................................

u���........................................................-
H�........................................................

��	�� ~�L�........................................................����	�� P�........................................................

!E�(�........................................................!F(��& b4 P� P$R�........................................................

'�k�........................................................���F9� g��fh I�(�........................................................

-4��........................................................-��(& u���........................................................

b(���........................................................W���� =1E��........................................................

Vocabulary
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A) Answer the following questions:

1  Why did Mr. Brownlow send Oliver to the bookshop?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  Why did Mr. Grimwig think that Oliver wouldn’t return? Was he right? 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  How did Nancy deceive the people in the street when she kidnapped Oliver?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4  How do you think Fagin used the carrot and stick policy with Oliver?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  Do you think Fagin was a good or bad person? Give a reason.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“Look at his clothes and books! What a gentleman!”

1  Who was the speaker and to whom?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  Who gave him those clothes?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What did the speaker mean by saying this sentence?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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4Chapter

(Dictation)

��'H........................................................I��L�........................................................

C7��........................................................5�I�H B�F*........................................................

�E�........................................................F&........................................................

P*��� ����........................................................!��� ` Z'��........................................................

8'"��........................................................Z�'��� +I�R�........................................................

WF9� ` �V��........................................................8'�&........................................................

 '13 >�........................................................'$��........................................................

�E
�........................................................P*����........................................................

P�*c =�RE�........................................................\,�1& �$�
&........................................................

-FR���� e'�9& ` '.�f........................................................W$�"�........................................................

d�'�........................................................��kE&........................................................

?& {'��........................................................?&�........................................................

=�6	& m'�� ` -(�	�........................................................g+I>�h +%�&........................................................

?* D�p�&........................................................��7........................................................

P�� u�L��........................................................8�(� ` -,�........................................................

QL4�........................................................P�*c �93........................................................

=*��v ?& ="�R�........................................................�[�� P� =9X�........................................................

Vocabulary
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A) Answer the following questions:

1  Do you think Dr Losberne was right to defend Oliver? Why?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  How did Oliver reach Mrs. Maylie’s house after the robbery?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Why didn’t Rose believe Oliver could be a criminal?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4  Why did Rose say that she was lucky?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5  Why do you think Oliver wanted to see Mr Brownlow again?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“Look at his clothes and books! What a gentleman!”

1  Who was the speaker and to whom?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  Who gave him those clothes?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What did the speaker mean by saying this sentence?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Famous EgyptiansUnit 1

Vocabulary Exercises
1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) right43-b) sensing29-c) education15-b) to go1-

a) disability44-a) born30-c) surgeon16-d) girls’2-

c) champion45-b) in31-b) discovery17-b) headmistress3-

b) choice46-b) laureate32-a) feminist18-c) famous4-

a) popular47-d) won33-a) smallest19-c) surgeon5-

b) chemistry48-a) brave34-d) quiz20-a) in6-

a) earns49-b) feminist35-c) talking21-a) Medicine7-

b) scored50-c) ceremony36-d) gave22-d) soil8-

d) at51-b) beats37-c) institute23-a) underground9-

a) project52-d) alive38-a) director24-c) expert10-

d) took53-c) received39-a) Thanks25-d) space11-

b) on54-d) injuries40-d) qualities26-a) astronauts12-

a) science55-b) taking41-c) falls27-b) Underground13-

c) Geologists56-c) improve42-c) up28-a) expert14-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

gainedearned13-usefulharmful1-

maketake14-undergroundunderscore2-

healthhealthy15-geologistbiologist3-

anotherother16-inwith4-

processprocession17-womanwomen5-

headmistressheadmaster18-surgeons’Police officers’6-

surgeonvet19-educationexpression7-

famouswealthy20-NanoscienceFemtoscience8-

astronautastronomer21-discoveredinvented9-

experteducationalist22-InAt10-

SpaceDistance23-biographyautobiography11-

allowedlet12-
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Famous Egyptians

Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) feel34-d) moves23-c) began12-c) rains1-

d) walked35- b) helped24-c) does the film begin13-d) do2-

b) always do36-d) writes25-c) usually goes14-b) was3-

c) used to sleep37-a) did26-b) usually goes15-a) went4-

c) tells38-b) fail27-c) comes16-b) earns5-

b) ago39-c) studying28-a) is17-b) took6-

 b) does40-c) will tell29-b) never18-a) worked7-

c) often41-a) work30-c) used to19-d) played8-

a) played42-b) won31-b) was built20-b) do you see9-

c) worked43-a) grow32-a) always21-c) wrote10-

c) lives33-a) leave22-a) ago11-

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. I spent a week in London 4 years ago.

2. He usually goes to school at 7.30.

3. I always help my brothers.

4. She used to sleep late.

5. My son doesn’t play in the street.

6. She never gets up late.

7. A saw is used to cut wood.

8. Mido sometimes walks to school.

9. Does she usually get up early?

10. Walaa no longer goes to school on foot.

11. He was taken to hospital a moment ago.

12. How long ago did you start learning English?

13. It is my habit to sleep early.

14. We occasionally visit our grandfather.

15. Ahmed often plays Tennis.

16. I am used to going to school early every day.

17. Adel is usually late.

18. He didn’t meet me before.

19. I usually play tennis.

20. When I was young, I used to walk for an hour every day.

21. Hatem always comes early.

22. A scorpion stung little boys last week.

23. Ahmed usually took the bus to work.

24. I used to play tennis when I was young.
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1 Based on Unit 1TTestest

Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. What is there? 

2. It’s about a job of an accountant.

3. Will you apply for it? 4. I will think about it.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. That’s a good idea.

2. What about spending the weekend in the open air?

3. I admire Dr. Zewail so much as he is a great scientist.

4. What’s your opinion about this book?

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- d) Astronauts 4- a) didn’t do 7-  b) researcher 10-  a) took
2- a) were 5- b) is used to 8- c) go 11- b) surgeon
3- d) taught 6- a) do 9- b) study 12- a) Education

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. Ali never eats meat. He is a vegetarian. 

2. They visited Aswan 5 days ago.

3. She always does the homework in the evening.

4. My grandfather used to smoke.

5  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    

RightWrongRightWrong

medicinemedical3-gainwin1-

geologistbiologist4-spacetemperature2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. To do her shopping and take her children to school.

2.  Anne answered politely that she had been afraid to stop suddenly otherwise the car behind 

her might hit her.
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3. Because she had not stopped at the red light.

4. It refers to the first traffic lights.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. d) the car behind might bang at the back of her car

6. a) politely  b) suddenly 

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:

1. Because he found underground water in Egypt.

2.  Yes, I agree because she helped other women to succeed in education and work. She wrote an 

important book about girls’ education.

3.  He gave them advice on where they should land, and told them how to collect rocks and soil 

on the moon.

4. Answers may vary.

5. Answers may vary.

6. Answers may vary.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1. To work in the new factories that were opening there.

2. Because the baby found it difficult to breathe.

3. He was born in the workhouse.

4. Because they were very hungry and they were afraid to ask for more food.

5.  I think Oliver was not lucky as his mother died when he was born. He lived with Mrs Mann 

who was unkind. The managers and Mr Bumble also were unkind and cruel to him.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
1. The nurse said this to the doctor.

2. It refers to Oliver’s mother.

3. She was very weak and ill.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 

������� 	
�� ���� ������
 ������ −�
������� ��� ������ ��!"� ���#$ �%����
 �#&�'� −(

B) Translate into English:

The underground water helps us to reclaim vast areas of desert land.
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Charles DickensUnit 2

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) off43-a) shout29-a) novel15-b) novel1-

b) of44-b) well-dressed30-b) argument16-c) prison2-

d) with45-d) toy31-d) hearth17-a) in debt3-

c) after46-d) hearth32-a) interviews18-d) journalist4-

b) as47-a) adult33-a) surprised19-b) character5-

c) with48-b) sample34-c) Debt20-a) cricket6-

b) novels49-c) main35-d) cracked21-b) Ceiling7-

a) moral50-c) pain36-b) century22-a) plaster8-

a) dressed51-b) smooth37-c) blind23-c) cracked9-

d) reward52-d) felucca38-a) hid24-d) truth10-

d) board53-c) at39-d) argument25-d) fail11-

d) for54-d) into40-a) inventions26-b) employer12-

a) clerk55-b) for41-c) achieve27-c) rewarded13-

a) for42-d) replied28-d) moral14-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

make / earngain12-TruthTruce1-

wrongmistake13-CrackedCaked2-

jobwork14-choicechoose3-

journalistsinger15-debtdebit4-

greylong16-sidesaid5-

employeremployee17-forwith6-

plasterpulp18-probablyprobable7-

failfall19-oweown8-

prisonpalace20-heardlistened9-

novelpoem21-belongsowns10-

crewstaff11-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) travelled34-b) building23-b) began12-d) had got1-

c) finishing35-c) Having24-d) we were going13-c) left2-

d) was being repaired36-b) had left25-d) Did you have14-a) was working3-

c) than37-a) was playing26-c) had told15-d) rang4-

d) leaving38-a) During27-c) went16-c) had heard5-

a) Having39-b) When28-d) were walking17-d) went6-

b) studying40-d) until29-b) didn’t answer18-d) had forgotten7-

b) leaving41-a) was studying30-a) were watching19-d) was eating8-

b) until42-b) had learnt31-d) were playing20-b) was coming9-

d) was working43-a) Hardly32-c) had left21-d) were you doing10-

a) During44-a) had seen33-c) had22-b) was sailing11-

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. While Ahmed’s mother was baking a cake, he returned home.

2. The thief had run away before the police arrived.

3. Before I went to bed, I had done my homework.

4. I knew about her success after I had met her.

5. I didn’t have my breakfast until I had taken some exercise.

6. Hardly had the students done their experiment when they wrote a report about it.

7. He had taken permission before he left the room.

8. By the time he felt ill, he had eaten too much canned food.

9. He didn’t phone his friend until he had drunk coffee.

10. As soon as I heard the news, I told Fadel.

11. They didn’t go out until it had stopped raining.

12. She felt lonely after her husband had died.

13. Having done her homework, Nada went out.

14. As they were going home, they saw a lot of interesting places.

15. While he was visiting Cairo, he saw a lot of interesting places.

16. No sooner had Sara done her homework than she went to bed.

17. After Ali had cleaned the kitchen, mother thanked him.

18. As soon as I had done my homework, I went to bed.

19. While the child was watching the film, he fell asleep.

20. He didn’t do his homework until he had studied hard.

21. On meeting him, he was buying a mobile.

22. After going to the coffee shop, he drank a cup of tea.

23. When I arrived at the office, the boss met me.

24. Heba didn’t leave until she had taken the money.

25. Having found the hotel, we looked for a place to have dinner.
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2 Based on Unit 2TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. A thief snatched my gold necklace. 

2. It was near a shop window.

3. Can you describe that thief? 

4. What was he wearing?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. Could you tell me what happened at the end of the play you had watched?

2. What is your nationality?

3. Go along this road and then turn right. 

4. Sorry, I need it.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- c) Did you sleep 4- b) belongs 7- d) had already read 10- a) borrow
2- b) went 5- b) realised 8- a) were you doing 11- d) plaster
3- b) was trying 6- a) workhouse 9- c) had lost 12- c) profession

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. Ali rang me while I was sleeping.

2. Having finished our work, we went for a walk.

3. At five o’clock, he was painting the wall.

4. He didn’t sleep until he had studied all his lessons.

5  Find and correct the mistake:    

RightWrongRightWrong

domake3-arounda round1-

describeprescribe4-captaindriver2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1.   Video and television are responsible for declining interest in reading among the young. They 
do nothing to build up reading skills.

2.  Only by reading daily will a child become a strong and independent reader.
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3.   Children should devote part of their time to reading instead of spending long hours watching 

television. Reading a story is an active partnership between writers and readers.

4.   Yes, I agree. Because watching a story is a totally passive pastime. Someone else has made 

the decisions about everything in the story.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. c) many children

6. c) read much  

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1. Mr Tackleton.

2. Answers may vary.

3. Bertha had been blind since she was born.

4.  They probably did not sell many toys. OR Mr Tackleton did not pay them very much. OR 

Perhaps they had to pay a lot for their house.

5. I would not feel happy.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1. Mrs. Mann, an unkind woman.

2. She treated them unkindly.

3. No, I wouldn’t be sad as Mrs. Mann was a cruel woman and there was not enough food.

4. Because she was unkind who treated them cruelly and gave them little food.

5. No, I don’t think that it is fair because he is a child and he has the right to have enough food.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
1. Oliver to the master who gave them food.

2.  Because he was hungry and the food was not enough. OR The children told him to ask for 

more food.

3. Oliver was punished.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

We should look after homeless children by all means.
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The power of the mindUnit 3

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) damage43-c) taste29-d) Incredible15-b) Photographic1-

d) employ44-a) difference30-d) incredible16-c) class2-

a) hearing45-d) finally31-d) Password17-a) password3-

b) at46-a) pronounce32-d) Digestion18-d) Cells4-

c) reply47-c) around33-d) guess19-b) analyse5-

c) for48-d) possible34-d) brain20-a) pain6-

b) make49-d) on35-a) downwards21-b) temperature7-

d) quite50-d) make36-b) aloud22-a) breathe8-

c) incredible51-d) hole37-d) able23-c) Guess9-

d) cells52-d) sense38-a) list24-d) received10-

b) breathe53-d) date39-a) store25-d) look11-

a) digestion54-d) memories40-c) modest26-b) close12-

a) analyse55-a) pass41-d) forget27-c) powerful13-

b) disappointed42-b) messages28-d) send14-

2  Find and correct the mistake in the following sentences:

RightWrongRightWrong

gymgem13-brainmind1-

breathebreath14-rememberingreminding2-

powerfulpowerless15-RepeatDelete3-

voicesound16-passwordcrossword4-

experimentsexperiences17-incrediblecredible5-

temperaturepressure18-photographicphotographer6-

rememberremind19-smellsmall7-

humanhumane20-hearthurt8-

ComplexObvious21-weighedweight9-

sensesscenes22-capableable10-

complexcomplete23-guessgaze11-

analyseanalysis24-tastetest12-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) would be37-b) In case of25-b) has13-b) get1-

b) can’t38-b) will be26-b) does14-b) will look2-

a) had39-b) can27-b) did15-b) see3-

c) didn’t40-a) But for28-b) went16-b) would4-

c) were41-c) Would29-a) don’t17-d) lost5-

a) will arrive42-d) is heated30-b) rained18-c) will phone6-

c) could43-b) Unless31-a) do19-a) have7-

b) would44-c) provided that32-d) Unless20-c) was8-

a) has45-d) would look33-c) boils21-a) feel9-

d) felt46-a) rises34-d) were22-b) When10-

c) Should35-b) call23-d) run11-

a) unless36-c) without24-c) would speak12-

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. If I were you, I would read this book.
2. If Omar practised well, he would play well in matches.
3. If she were a good swimmer, she could join the first team.
4. I will contact you as long as he comes early.
5. In case of behaving badly, he would be punished.
6. If he had a flat, he could get married now.
7. If Ayman had a pen, he would write the letter.
8. Unless Menna got up early, she would go to school late.
9. If he (were tall / weren’t short), he could join the volleyball team.

10. If you don’t walk quickly, you won’t catch the bus.
11. If you smile, you will win a friend.
12. Unless you take exercise, you won’t be fit.
13. Unless they played well, they wouldn’t win the match.
14. In case of coming early, you will meet my brother.
15. If you add six to four, you get ten.
16. If you study more, you will get better marks.
17. If the room were tidy, I could find my things.
18. If I had time, I could meet you.
19. If you take this medicine, you will get better.
20. If you heat iron, it expands.
21. If he were a bird, he could fly.
22. If I didn’t help her, she would face a lot of problems.
23. If it rains tomorrow, I won’t go out.
24. If I had enough money, I would buy a new mobile.
25. Omar, if you are late for school, the teacher will be angry.
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3 Based on Unit 3TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. Whose car is this? 

2. is very rich then!

3. Did she buy it? 

4. When did this take place?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I have quite good memory for faces.

2. You should do more exercise. / You shouldn’t eat much.

3. What do you advise me to be good at English? 

4. You should be calm in the library. / You shouldn’t speak loudly in the library.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) pay 4- a) pain 7- b) taste 10- b) would buy
2- d) surprised 5- a) senses 8- d) memories 11- d) remember
3- c) Without 6- a) If 9- c) wouldn’t be 12- b) would

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. If he were rich, he could buy a house.

2. You will win the match if you practise hard.

3. Unless she eats much food, she won’t be very fat.

4. Were he to steal the money, he would go to prison.

5  Find and correct the mistake:    

RightWrongRightWrong

quitequiet3-painfulpain1-

adviceadvise4-remindedremembered2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Because they found out that the bull was tied to a tree with a strong rope.
2.  I think that his friend was very clever.
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3.  They began to run.
4.  As his friend choice was so clever that he dropped the food to draw away the bull’s attention.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. a) full of joy.

6. a) When they saw the rope cut.  

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1. It acts as a store for past memories.

2. Answers may vary.

3. Answers may vary.

4. Messages from senses and sends messages to the body.

5. Answers may vary.

6. Answers may vary.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions:
1. They were thieves. / They stole things from people.

2. He praised Oliver for taking the handkerchief from Fagin’s pocket without feeling.

3. He didn’t want anyone to see him and take him back to Mr Sowerberry’s house.

4. Because they were kind to him and also he thought that they made the things by themselves.

5. I think that he helped Oliver to deceive him and take him to Fagin to work as a thief.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

1. Jack Dawkins, The Artful Dodger to Oliver.

2. They met in London.

3. He said he didn’t have money or any room.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

We should be armed with science and knowledge.
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A on Units 1-3 (Workbook)TTestest

Language FunctionsA
1  Finish the following dialogue:  

1. I have a good memory for numbers.

2. Can you remember numbers easily?

3. Yes, I can do it. 

4. Are you good at maths?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. What is the job of this woman? / What does this woman do?

2. Sorry, sir, can you explain this again?

3. In my opinion, this is an interesting story. 

4. You should have some rest.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) earns 4- d) run 7- c) geologist 10- d) was working
2- a) feel 5- b) scored 8- a) journalist 11- d) cracked
3- a) had 6- a) early 9- c) walked 12- a) password

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. I am used to playing tennis.

2. How long ago did you travel to Alexandria?

3. If I were you, I would read this book.

4. Leen always comes early.

5  Find and correct the mistake:    

RightWrongRightWrong

headmistressheadmaster3-hard-workinghard-work1-

medicineillness4-complexcomplete2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Tarek phoned his friend Gamal to tell him what had happened (about the red plane).
2.  The small red plane.
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3.  Because they had no idea where their plane had landed.

4.  I think they felt happy as they helped the men in the plane.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. b) after Gamal arrived at Tarek’s.

6. a) Tarek’s father.  

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:

1. It is the use of satellites to find water under the desert sand.

2. He hid that they were very poor.

3. Answers may vary.

4. It is always best to tell the truth. / It is better to be kind than to have a lot of money.

5. Answers may vary.

6. Answers may vary.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1.  It was a place where poor people can find a bed and some sort of food. Also, a place where 

orphans can live.

2.  Because she was so greedy and took some of the money they give her for herself, so the 

children didn’t have enough to eat.

3. Because he and his friends were always hungry as the food was never enough.

4. Because Mr. Sowerberry who was a coffin maker needed an apprentice.

5. I think he felt very angry and ashamed as Noah was very cruel.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
“He’s very small.”

1. Mrs. Sowerberry to Mr. Bumble.

2. Because Oliver was very small.

3. It indicates that Mrs. Sowerbwerry would be unkind to Oliver.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

All Egyptians are proud of their great scientists in different fields.
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Practice TestPractice Test 1 SEGSEG
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. What color have you chosen? 

2. I think it is very good and cheerful.

3. What will you do next? 

4. Yes, I will.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I would like to have chicken, please.

2. Of course, Mom, I will help you.

3. I am sorry, I am so busy.

4. Could you tell me the way to the station, please?

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- a)  remembering 4- b) began 7- d) permission 10- b) While
2- b) do you see 5- b) an insect 8- a) ago 11- a) extend
3- c) incredible 6- b) haven’t seen 9- d) amused 12- d) were walking

4  Rewrite the following sentences:    
1. I began to study English 5 years ago. 

2. If you are late for school, Omar, your teacher will be angry.

3. They have been playing football for two years.

4. She worked all day to clean the house, but it hasn’t been cleaned yet.

5  Find the mistake and correct it:

RightWrongRightWrong

betterbutter3-quitequiet1-

landlend4-numbersmembers2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
1. Because they are unidentified flying objects.

2.  No. Because it appeared on the plane’s radar screen in the shape of dots and lines. But clouds 

don’t do that.
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3. They might be clouds, patches of sunlight, weather balloon and meteors.

4. d. 5. c.

7  Answer Only four(4) of the following:
1. He studies the smallest parts of things.

2. He went to London to earn money for his family.

3. I think it showed the dark side of London in the 19th century.

4. Answers may vary.

5.  We can try to communicate better with people who cannot see. We also can move things in the 

road or in buildings that make it difficult for blind people to move.

6. Answers may vary.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions:
1. He was looking at a wooden box full of gold watches and expensive jewellery.

2. He cried himself to sleep each night and then woke up each morning and began to cry again.

3. I think he felt so angry and sad. He fell to the ground.

4. He meant that Oliver was ready to go out to steal from people.

5. He could be a thief and so he could be arrested.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

1. The nurse.

2. Because new factories were beginning to open in this time.

3. In a workhouse.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

Success in life depends on patience and hard work.
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City or countryside?Unit 4

Vocabulary Exercises
1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) peaceful43-b) needed29-c) graph15-a) shock1-

a) rushed44-c) cons30-d) plots16-d) terrible2-

d) centre45-d) out of31-a) Earthquakes17-a) urban3-

b) have46-c) everyday32-b) concerned18-d) taken4-

a) traffic47-a) voted33-b) national19-a) outskirts5-

c) massive48-b) believe34-d) solution20-c) massive6-

c) questionnaire49-d) did35-c) Across21-c) census7-

b) about50-a) make36-a) graph22-d) researcher8-

a) census51-b) find37-b) electricity23-d) planned9-

b) done52-b) list38-a) percent24-c) population10-

b) Urban53-a) Gas39-b) a member25-b) questionnaire11-

a) urban54-c) polluted40-c) along26-c) solve12-

d) questionnaire55-b) benefit41-b) available27-d) massive13-

c) nearby42-a) religion28-b) Census14-

2  Find and correct the mistake in the following sentences:

RightWrongRightWrong

got / answeredmade11-percentpercentage1-

mobilisationmobile12-censussenses2-

furthestnearest13-doesmakes3-

solvesell14-ResearchersFarmers4-

moveremove15-toin5-

byin16-solvemake6-

formfarm17-feltfilled7-

domake18-conscones8-

conscoins19-acrosscross9-

populationpollution20-improveprove10-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) ever40-a) since27-d) have14-c) have been1-

a) since41-c) recently28-c) has been searching15-a) grown2-

d) watched42-b) left29-c) has had16-b) since3-

b) in43-d) have found30-a) hasn’t been17-d) has worked4-

b) left44-d) Have you done31-b) has kept18-c) have5-

d) has had45-c) has made32-c) Have you been running19-b) has broken6-

 a) since46-c) have been lost33-a) has happened20-a) has left7-

d) have just47-a) has she used34-c) yet21-b) needed8-

a) since48-b) have developed35-c) has just22-b) Have9-

c) ever49-b) never36-c) have been23-d) have just10-

c) for50-c) never37-d) haven’t drunk24-a) has been11-

b) Since38-b) for25-b) haven’t seen12-

a) haven’t done39-c) have been26-b) has been13-

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:
1. Amir has just repaired his car.
2. I started to live in Alexandria three years ago.
3. He has lived in Paris for the last year.
4. The last time she cleaned the house was last Monday.
5. I haven’t seen Ali since his graduation day.
6. My uncle has gone to Jordan.
7. Hany has already finished repairing his car. 
8. I (have studied / have been studying) Russian since April.
9. It is the first time he has ever traveled abroad.

10. How long ago did you start studying maths?
11. Salma has never traveled to Sharm Elsheikh before.
12. I last wrote a story years ago.
13. I haven’t met him lately.
14. We haven’t met for ages.
15. My family hasn’t returned from Italy yet.
16. Aya hasn’t written to me for a long time.
17. Has she finished studying yet?
18. It’s three weeks since I visited Cairo.
19. I haven’t caught fish since I was in the village.
20. Noha has been to the beach.
21. I (began / started) to study English five years ago.
22. They have lived in this house for three years.
23. They have been playing football for two hours.
24. She worked all day to clean the house. But it hasn’t been cleaned yet.

25. Egypt is the most beautiful country we have ever visited.
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4 Based on Unit 4TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. I am sorry, he is not here now.

2. I am really sorry, I have no idea. / Sorry, I don’t know.

3. Can I leave him a message?

4. What can I tell him?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I think it is an easy test.

2. What is your opinion about my new bag?

3. In my opinion, it is an interesting novel.

4. I disagree with you. I think the countryside is good as it is calm and has fresh air.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) increase 4- a) yet 7- a) lead 10- b) has read
2- b) for 5- d) nationality 8- d) since 11- d) shocked
3- d) carry 6- c) ever 9- a) solve 12- b) hasn’t brought

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. The last time I met my colleagues was three weeks ago.

2. This is the most attractive video camera she has ever seen.

3. Noha has just opened the window.

4. He hasn’t finished working yet.

5  Find and correct the mistake:    

RightWrongRightWrong

massivemass3-alonga long1-

muchmany4-acrosscross2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. His wife was reading a letter. 
2. To prevent her from sleeping and having another dream.
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3. The writer, his wife and his daughter.
4. To hear a loud cry from a young lady. She screamed “Help! Help! He’s going to kill me. He 

has a gun.”

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. b) one hour and a half.

6. a) the passengers ran towards her.  

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1. This may decrease the agricultural land. The cities become very crowded.

2. The Central Agency for Population Mobilisation and Statistics.

3. Every ten years.

4. They can pass their work experience, culture, useful customs and traditions.

5. To look for job opportunities and better living conditions.

6.  It enables the government to know how many students are in one class and one school so that it 

can build new schools and provide them with modern teaching equipment.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1. They were poorer and dirtier than any streets he has ever seen.

2. They were around him and took his few things.

3. He saw gold watches and some jewellery.

4.  (Answers may vary) ….. I think he was a miser as he really had a lot of gold watches and 

jewellery, but he still lived in an old, dirty house.

5.  (Answers may vary) ….. I think he was not happy as the streets were so dirty. Also he went 

to live in a dirty house with a gang of thieves.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
1. Fagin to Charley Bates and the Artful Dodger. 

2. They were stealing things.

3. Oliver thought they had made the things themselves.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

Small villages should be developed and supplied with all services to develop them.
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 Robert Louis StevensonUnit 5

Vocabulary Exercises
1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) currant43-c) at29-d) spade15-c) digging1-

c) laid44-c) poetry30-a) Make16-a) hay2-

d) had45-c) for31-a) popular17-c) lock3-

c) rhythm46-a) make32-d) treasure18-b) profit4-

b) bare47-c) eyesight33-b) Verse19-d) silly5-

b) verses48-d) dried34-d) harvests20-d) bare6-

d) profit49-a) In35-a) toes21-b) plot7-

b) pleasant50-a) way36-d) hop22-b) treasure8-

a) lock51-b) away37-c) barrow23-d) pleasant9-

c) poet52-b) sensible38-a) pinching24-a) verses10-

b) rhyme53-d) do39-a) Marvel25-b) Rhythm11-

d) rhyme54-b) queue40-a) rhyme26-d) swing12-

d) swinging55-a) possibly41-d) popular27-a) candle13-

d) had42-b) doing28-a) poems14-

2  Find and correct the mistake in the following sentences:

RightWrongRightWrong

underabove11-candlebulb1-

candlewax12-treasurestreasury2-

repeatedrepeating13-rhythmsystem3-

favourfavourite14-swingsewing4-

warsrows15-verseschapters5-

sillysalty16-pleasantpleased6-

sight / eyesighthearing17-bare landspairlands7-

punchingpublishing18-digbeg8-

poemspoets19-lockedlooked9-

burnsburdens20-profitedproved10-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) study34-a) seeing23-b) to come12-c) reading1-

a) reading35-d) to do24-a) doing13-a) watching2-

d) to attending36-c) preparing25-a) locking14-d) reading3-

a) playing37-b) to have26-a) laughing15-a) to stay4-

c) crying38-c) to meet27-d) to go16-c) to work5-

d) to stop39-a) making28- b) like17- b) visiting6-

d) receiving40-c) staying29- c) plans18-a) to talk7-

c) robbing41-a) to play30-c) writing19-a) going8-

b) smoking42-d) to help31-b) travelling20-b) to help9-

b) running43-a) bringing32- c) shouting21-a) to take10-

b) crying44-d) listening33-b) sailing22-a) learning11-

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:
1. He must avoid repeating those mistakes.

2. I hope to join the Faculty of Engineering.

3. Would you mind bringing me that book?

4. Mona finished making a nice cheese cake.

5. You should stop criticizing your friends so much.

6. It’s a waste of time watching TV.

7. I prefer studying to watching TV.

8. Fancy meeting you here.

9. Bahaa managed to pass his exams last week.

10. She regretted not helping her mother.

11. Eman refused to eat anything.

12. It’s no use wasting your time in silly things.

13. I’m used to going for a walk in the early morning.

14. Modern inventions enable us to lead an easy life.

15. I don’t mind waiting for you.

16. The thief denied stealing the car.

17. Grandpa stopped smoking.

18. He denied taking part in the crime.

19. He wasn’t able to find me at the exhibition.

20. I like reading in my spare time.

21. Simon suggested taking a holiday.

22. Why do you hate working in the evening?

23. I didn’t expect to pass the exam.

24. He has difficulty in walking well.

25. Be positive! You must never stop.

26. I regret not taking your advice.
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5 Based on Unit 5TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. Thank you. It’s kind of you.

2. Where do you come from?

3. Is this your first visit to Egypt?

4. I will stay for two weeks.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. Can I borrow your pen, please?

2. I am going to travel to Alexandria.

3. No, not at all. / No, I don’t mind.

4. Of course, with pleasure.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- c) not to 4- b) silly 7- b) to sleep 10- b) pleasant
2- c) treasure 5- c) to do 8- b) hopping 11- a) to come
3- a) come 6- b) locked 9- d) watching 12- c) rules

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. I have difficulty (in) speaking English.

2. At last, the thief admitted stealing the money.

3. I’d rather listen to music rather than watch TV.

4. He promised to reward me if I got high marks.

5  Find and correct the mistakes in each of the following:    

RightWrongRightWrong

gravelgrave3-treasuretreasury1-

rhymesrhythm4-popularpopularity2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. When it hit an iceberg in thick fog in the North Atlantic Ocean.
2. Being only a boy of fourteen, she was one of those lucky women and children who were 

allowed to get away first from the sinking ship.
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3. People thought it was unsinkable.

4. In the North Atlantic Ocean.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c) very few people. 

5. c) 1912

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1.  No, he doesn’t because he doesn’t love to talk and keeps him on the path of the garden. 

The gardener doesn’t want to play either.

2. When summer comes.

3. He wants him to play games with him.

4. Answers may vary.

5. Answers may vary.

6. Answers may vary.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Because it was a strange thing to be successful as a result of taking things from people’s 

pockets.

2. He might have been sent to prison and told the police about the gang.

3.  I think we should blame people like Fagin and Sikes as they take young children who are 

away from their parents or orphans to teach them to be thieves.

4. He decided to send Oliver to prison.

5. No, I don’t think so as he was an innocent child who was so small and kind.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
1. Mr. Grimwig to Mr. Brownlow.

2. Oliver.

3. He thought he will come back as he trusted him.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

Poetry and prose are great works which cultured people like.
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Tomorrow’s worldUnit 6

Vocabulary Exercises
1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) empty43-c) for29-a) vehicles15-c) lungs1-

b) bright44-a) inspector30-a) further16-b) efficiently2-

a) owned45-b) alternative31-d) airbag17-c) dinner3-

d) make46-d) for32-c) affected18-b) route4-

b) recharge47-b) Electric33-d) exhaust19-a) oxygen5-

d) batteries48-a) electrical34-b) getting20-a) battery6-

c) exhaust49-c) pollution35-a) damage21-d) recharge7-

b) effect50-d) traffic36-d) designed22-a) further8-

c) public51-c) wet37-d) interested23-b) takes over9-

c) jam52-b) on38-d) natural24-c) on10-

d) replacement53-c) to39-a) breathe25-d) on11-

d) working40-b) increase26-d) vegetable12-

a) price41-d) environment27-b) as well as13-

b) watch42-d) vehicle28-c) navigator14-

2  Find and correct the mistake in the following sentences:

RightWrongRightWrong

toat11-fumesperfumes1-

checkshake12-predictperform2-

electricityelectric13-routeroad3-

blamedthanked14-forat4-

pollutantpolluted15-brightright5-

designdescribe16-pollutedinfected6-

routeroad17-controlssupplies7-

rechargecharge18-ages / levelssignals8-

forat19-predictionproduction9-

pollutedpollutants20-publicspecial10-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) or34-c) is going to go23-b) ’ll be12-d) is coming1-

b) will switch35-c) Shall24-b) will use13-b) will stay2-

c) are visiting36-d) will start25-d) I wouldn’t be14-c) am going to buy3-

b) will be37-a) is going to stop26-d) leaves15-d) will be4-

b) leaves38-c) will cut27-c) am going to tidy16-c) will get5-

a) is going to be39-b) is going to fall28-a) will be17-a) is going to rain6-

d) leaves40-c) will go29-c) is flying18-b) is helping7-

c) arrive41-d) will have30-b) will you be19-d) will go8-

a) will buy42-d) would pass31-d) will20-a) are going to have9-

a) is going to fall43- a) will enjoy32-b) am meeting21-c) is going10-

a) is going to44-b) I’m leaving33-b) am going to be22-d) am not working11-

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. What are you going to do during the weekend?

2. I am travelling to Saudi Arabia.

3. I will give you a lift tomorrow, Ali.

4. She is going to become an engineer.

5. I will take my family out for dinner.

6. Maha is flying to Aswan. She has just bought a plane ticket.

7. He will resign if he doesn’t get a pay rise.

8. Shall we go out for a walk?

9. Do you intend to decorate your flat next week?

10. I am going to buy a new car.

11. Mona has decided to sleep early as she is so tired.

12. I hope I won’t fail the exam.

13. I expect she will arrive tomorrow.

14. Is he going to travel abroad?

15. We are going to go to the theatre.

16. He is going to buy a new car.

17. Are you travelling to Saudi Arabia?

18. What are you going to do at the weekend?

19. I am giving a birthday party next Friday.

20. The sky is full of black clouds. It’s going to rain.
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6 Based on Unit 6TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. they are over there. You can go along this road.

2. Is it far from here?

3. How long will it take to go there?

4. I can walk with you to show you the way.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I like my school, but it has some good things and bad things.

2. I think we can solve the problem of pollution by planting a lot of trees.

3. I am for the idea of using public transport as it helps to solve the problem of pollution.

4.  I am for the idea of stopping people driving cars as it can help to solve the problems of pollution 

and overpopulation.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) design 4- b) will be 7- b) damaging 10- b) will carry
2- b) to buy 5- c) over 8- c) will punish 11- c) inspector
3- b) increase 6- a) is going to 9- d) type 12- b) is visiting

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. I am not going to join the Faculty of Medicine.

2. We think it will rain heavily tomorrow.

3. Shall we visit the Pyramids?

4. She is going to buy a new car.

5  Find and correct the mistakes in each of the following:    

RightWrongRightWrong

recyclecycle3-navigationmotivation1-

makedo4-fuelfoul2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. Smoking is one of the most important factors in the development of heart diseases and cancer.
2. To give up smoking and if you don’t smoke, don’t start.
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3. It refers to “smoking”.

4. Female smokers are less affected because they don’t breathe in the smoke so deeply.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. b) keep healthy 

6. d) cancer and heart diseases

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1. Answers may vary.

2. It inflates and saves you from death or injury in a crash.

3. I think it will get worse because the number of cars on roads is increasing every day.

4. Scientists have discovered that cars can run on vegetable oil.

5. Because it will run out in the future. Also, it is a source for pollution.

6. People could use alcohol, solar power and wind energy.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1. Because it seemed to worry Oliver.

2.  She said he had run away from his father and mother and that she was taking him back to 

them.

3. As they were afraid that Oliver would tell other people about the gang.

4.  As he couldn’t run away from them and they could kidnap him. Also, he was wearing new 

clothes and carrying books.

5. She threatened to tell the police about him. 

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
1. Mr. Brownlow to Mr. Grimwig.

2.  As Mr. Bumble told him about the bad and difficult boy. Also, Oliver didn’t come back and 

they thought he ran away.

3. Oliver’s name.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationE
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

Democracy is considered the corner stone in our world today.
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B on Units 4-6 (Workbook)TTestest

Language FunctionsA
1  Finish the following dialogue:  

1. I’m not so sure about that./I don’t think so.

2. Could you open the window, please? 

3. Certainly./Yes. What is it?

4. What about staying at home?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1.  There are many cars outside the school as it is the first day and parents are waiting for their 

children.

2. I am sorry, I don’t have time to help you.

3. Excuse me, can you help me with my maths question?

4. I think you are right.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) fish 4- b) blames 7- d) needed 10- b) reading
2- d) shock 5- b) battery 8- b) Have 11- c) will go
3- a) lock 6- a) population 9- a) to take 12- b) is helping

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. Salma has never travelled to Sharm El-Sheikh before.

2. What are you going to do during the weekend?

3. He must avoid repeating those mistakes.

4. My uncle used to walk to work when he was young.

5  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

poemspoets3-populationpollution1-

fillfall4-conscoins2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. I think because some of the poems were very long.
2. About 4,000 years old.
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3. It is the Epic of Gilgamesh, and it is about a king in Iraq.

4. To make people laugh.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. a) The Arabs. 

6. c) tell stories. 

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1.  It is the official process of counting the number of people in a country, city or town and 

collecting information about them.

2.  It helps the government to know the exact locations and areas that really need medical and 

transport services.

3. Answers may vary.

4. Answers may vary.

5. Scientists have discovered that cars can run on vegetable oil which can be grown by farmers.

6.  The information from the census helps the government to plan how many hospitals and roads 

they will need to build and where to build them. It also helps them to improve schools or build 

new schools if needed. This will help us all to lead better and healthier lives in the future.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions:
1. He thought people would want to take him back to Mr Sowerberry.

2. He bought Oliver a meal and showed him the way to London.

3. Fagin wanted the boys to steal things from people.

4. (Students’ own answers)

5. (Students’ own answers)

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

1. Because Mr Bumble was cruel and he would punish Oliver.

2. Mr Bumble could not find him there and there were opportunities for him in London.

3. (Students’ own answers).

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

I haven’t enjoyed reading such an interesting story before.
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Practice TestPractice Test 2 SEGSEG
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. No, I don’t like swimming.

2. That’s a good idea.

3. Can we go running in the evening?

4. What about meeting in the club?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I prefer living in the city as I can find anything I want.

2. Welcome, can I help you?

3. I think you should have a good imagination.

4. You should do exercise 3 page 15 for homework.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- a) questionnaire 4- c) novel 7- c) replacement 10- a) will
2- b) has 5- b) to invite 8- a) toes 11- d) am not working
3- a) for six months 6- a) locking 9- b) route 12- a) doing

4  Rewrite the following sentences:    
1. Noha hasn’t finished doing her homework yet.

2. Donors give money to the World Food program.

3. Nobody needs to be hungry.

4. He behaved badly towards us.

5  Find the mistake and correct it:

RightWrongRightWrong

in --- since            or     has left -- left3-washas1-

     RhymeRhythm4-likeas2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
1. Because he got a new job there.

2. He has fresh air. He has got a garden and he has grown his first vegetables.

3. Life in the countryside.

4. He lives in urban place. He said he lived in the city in the outskirts.
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5. a) the outer part

6. b) comfortable

7  Answer Only four(4) of the following:
1.  To know the country’s population or how many people are living in each part of large cities and 

to get correct information.

2. Answers vary.

3. Exhaust fumes from cars, buses, lorries and factories.

4. Yes, I think so as they will use hydrogen and oxygen.

5.  To find out how many workers were available to build the pyramids and how much land farmers 

could use along the Nile.

6. It is used to run buses. 

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1. Because he talked badly about his mother.

2. He had a hard life. His bed was uncomfortable and the food was not enough.

3. Because they ran away and left Oliver when the man (Mr. Brownlow) cried ‘stop thief’.

4.  Because she came to the workhouse alone and was so tired and weak. Also her husband had 

died. 

5. She stopped Sikes from hitting Oliver and threatened him to call the police if he didn’t stop.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

1. An officer

2. Oliver

3. He decided that Oliver should go to prison.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

Poems illustrate a lot about life and people.
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Health and safetyUnit 7

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) caught40-b) control27-d) in14-a) infected1-

a) stairs41-a) avoid28-a) on15-a) infections2-

b) lung42-b) notice29-c) of16-d) cleanliness3-

c) disappearance43-a) smells30-c) outbreak17-c) poisonous4-

a) from44-b) lying31-d) attract18-b) Flu5-

d) recent45-c) put on32-c) Stomach19-a) sanitation6-

b) disease46-d) insects33-c) germs20-b) dirty7-

a) cleanliness47-b) careful34-a) bathe21-d) wild8-

a) pass48-a) public35-b) of22-b) public9-

a) touching49-d) touch36-b) make23-c) Hygiene10-

a) germs50-a) posters37-b) dish24-b) germs11-

b) coughs38-a) seat belt25-d) from12-

c) advertisement39-b) advice26-a) to13-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

infectedinfect11-poisonouspoisoned1-

outof12-coveredrecovered2-

breathebreath13-DiseaseTiredness3-

bath OR
have a bathe  bathe

bathe14-outbreakbreakout4-

onfor15-DirtyDirt5-

personal OR
Hygiene  Sanitation

public16-TouchSmell6-

spreadpublish17-weatherclimate7-

avoidvoid18-rulesroles8-

smellssmiles19-tintan9-

catchhold20-adviceadvise10-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) mustn’t31-b) necessary21-c) should11-c) mustn’t1-

b) should32-d) not allowed22-b) mustn’t12-a) must2-

b) mustn’t33-c) had better23-d) to revise13-d) should3-

c) ought34-a) must24-d) must14-a) should4-

c) needn’t35-b) must25-d) mustn’t15-c) should5-

c) mustn’t36-c) forbidden26-c) boil16-b) mustn’t6-

 b) must37-c) advisable27-b) mustn’t17-d) mustn’t7-

c) ought38-b) had better28-a) shouldn’t18-a) should8-

b) must39-d) obligatory29-d) have to19-b) should have come9-

c) mustn’t40-a) banned30-c) needn’t20-b) must have dropped10-

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. What should I do?

2. You mustn’t take photos in the Egyptian Museum.

3. You should complete your work before you leave.

4. Football players mustn’t hold the ball with their hands.

5. You must brush your teeth after meals.

6. You aren’t allowed to park here. It’s a no parking area.

7. You look very ill. It’s advisable to see a doctor at once.

8. Do not throw rubbish in the street.

9. Smoking in public areas is (forbidden / isn’t allowed).

10. You oughtn’t to eat sweets among meals.

11. Cars are prohibited in the town centre.

12. Must you wear a uniform through your work time?

13. You mustn’t use mobiles while driving.

14. I advise you not to delay your work until tomorrow.

15. You must have your uniform at the party.

16. She must obey her parents.

17. You had better not stay up late.

18. You aren’t allowed to park here.There is a “No parking” sign.

19. I needn’t have given him money. 

20. The story may be true.
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7 Based on Unit 7TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. Why do you want to change it?

2. What size do you want?

3. White, please.

4. No, thank you.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. You should be careful when you deal with birds.

2. If I were you, I would do more exercise.

3. You must wash your hands before eating.

4. I think the best way to protect food is to cover it.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- a) pass 4- a) mustn’t 7- b) attract 10- c) shouldn’t
2- c) must 5- a) dishes 8- d) should 11- b) Flu
3- d) protect 6- d) must 9- a) boil 12- c) mustn’t

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. He must speak English in class.

2. You mustn’t cross the road if the traffic light is red.

3. It is inadvisable to sleep or get up late.

4. If I were you, I would play sports.

5  Find and correct the mistakes in each of the following:    

RightWrongRightWrong

dishplate3-carefulcareless1-

ofout4-beltlock2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. When you have the flu, you usually get a fever or, have a cough.
2. For a few days or for as long as a week.
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3. Because germs spread more easily when kids are inside in settings such as classrooms.

4. The best way to prevent getting the flu is to wash your hands often, keep your handkerchief 

to yourself, and go to your doctor for the flu shot or mist.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. d) virus. 

6. c) cold.

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1. Sanitation is public cleanliness.

2. By advertisements that ask people to stop smoking.

3.  The smoke has got more than 4,000 chemicals in it and some of these are poisonous. They can 

make you ill.

4. The food will probably be bad.

5.  My advice is that you should stop smoking. There are many ways to stop. You should look 

online. It might be difficult to stop smoking, but he will have a much healthier life.

6. No, because this may damage people’s health.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1. He was worried that Mr. Brownlow would think that he stole them.

2. He went to Mr. Brownlow and told him all about the bad and difficult boy, Oliver.

3. When Toby and Sikes ordered him to climb the wall and then he saw the house.

4.  Yes, as he didn’t want to be part of the gang. Also, he begged Mr. Sikes not to let him take 

part in this theft.

5. I think so as they were thieves and wanted to steal things from it.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
1. Mr. Sikes. 

2. From Mr. Brownlow to pay for the books.

3. He was a greedy thief and wanted to steal them.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:
We should be careful about the food we eat and the water we drink.
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Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) Married40-a) fight27-c) making14-b) actor1-

b) against41-a) turning28-b) do15-d) plays2-

d) from42-c) effect29-c) make16-b) poems3-

c) with43-c) foolish30-d) do17-a) performing4-

b) from44-a) risked31-c) make18-c) poem5-

c) away45-a) prison32-c) theatre19-b) actor6-

b) obvious46-a) saved33-a) performed20-b) patron7-

c) patrons47-c) injured34-a) captured21-a) performed8-

a) beat48-b) ashamed35-d) guilt22-a) returned9-

c) beat49-a) power36-b) diary23-b) daughters10-

d) playwright50-c) Luckily37-c) stage24-b) wandered11-

a) join38-d) soldiers25-d) soldiers12-

c) successful39-b) gloves26-c) financial13-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

shyashamed11-earn / makeform1-

domake12-kingpresident2-

wanderwonder13-stories  poemspoet  novelist3-

obviousoblivious14-domake4-

glove makershoemaker15-patronmatron5-

performreform16-patronpartner6-

wanderedwondered17-poemsnovels7-

financialpolitical18-retired / returnedretreated8-

an actora patrol19-globalglobe9-

ashamedshy20-writeput10-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) would have gone28-d) In case of19-a) hadn’t rained10-c) wouldn’t have been1-

b) had got29-b) wouldn’t have passed20-d) not have found11-b) hadn’t found2-

b) hadn’t broken30-b) unless21-b) had helped12-a) had stayed3-

b) have tried31-a) Had22-d) would have got13-d) wouldn’t have sent4-

d) were32-b) would send23-d) would have happened14-b) wouldn’t have gone5-

c) have learned33-d) is heated24-b) if15-a) hadn’t gone6-

c) had phoned34-b) Were25-c) Unless16-c) would have come7-

d) ate26-c) wouldn’t have moved17- c) have learned8-

b) would have died27-d) Without18-b) had had9-

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:
1. If Shakespeare hadn’t gone to school, he wouldn’t have learned to read and write.

2.  If Shakespeare hadn’t been very rich, he wouldn’t have been able to buy a large house in 

Stratford.

3. If I had had your mobile number, I could have phoned you.

4. In case of doing enough revision, you would have done very well in the test.

5.  If he hadn’t forgotten to write the time of the meeting in his diary, he wouldn’t have arrived an 

hour late.

6. Unless Hana had been feeling well, she wouldn’t have gone to the doctor.

7. Salah wouldn’t have had an accident if he hadn’t driven his car too fast.

8. Unless I had forgotten the appointment, I would have gone to the meeting.

9. I am sorry. If I hadn’t been busy, I would have helped you.

10. Without working hard, he wouldn’t have raised his salary.

11. Unless she helped me, I couldn’t finish my work.

12. Unless he had been late for work, he wouldn’t have taken a taxi.

13. Mona had money, so she lent me some.

14. If he were strong enough, he would walk alone.

15. If I (hadn’t been careless / had been careful), I wouldn’t have made an accident.

16. Hadn’t Yara played badly, she wouldn’t have lost (would have won) the match.

17. If he (hadn’t been careless / had been careful), he wouldn’t have failed.

18. If the flat hadn’t been expensive, they would have bought it.

19. Ali didn’t go to the club because he was busy.

20. If Huda hadn’t got up late, she would have caught the bus.

21. If he were a bird, he could fly.

22. Eman didn’t invite me, so I didn’t attend her wedding.

23. If we had been more careful, we wouldn’t have lost our money.

24. If Zamalek had played well, they wouldn’t have been beaten by Al-Ahly.
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8 Based on Unit 8TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. I am revising for my mid-year exams.

2. To be able to finish it before the exams.

3. revising our subjects together?

4. What subject can we start with?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I like reading funny stories.

2. Could you tell me the moral of this story?

3. In my opinion, King Lear is very interesting.

4. I don’t like the characters of Goneril and Regan.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) feelings 4- a) would have been 7- d) had played 10- c) Had
2- a) had had 5- a) captured 8- b) wouldn’t have 11- a) obvious
3- c) save 6- a) had been 9- c) make 12- b) retire

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. If he hadn’t got bad marks, he wouldn’t have joined the Faculty of Medicine.

2. Unless I had known Ali’s address, I wouldn’t have written to him.

3. If I had gone to the party, I would have seen my friends.

4. Mona didn’t lend me money because she didn’t have any.

5  Find and correct the mistakes in each of the following:    

RightWrongRightWrong

playsmovies3-describeprescribe1-

sentput4-ownedowed2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. To make it clear what is right or wrong, and what happens if someone breaks the rule. Rules 
are designed to ensure fairness, safety and respect for other people’s rights.
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2. Unwritten rules, like the “rules” of social politeness. Official laws passed by parliament.
3. If there were no rules for the players to follow.
4. I think they are very bad people as they behave badly and challenge the rules of their country.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. a) ignore. 

6. b) we avoid punishment.

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1.  He realises that Cordelia loves him more than his other daughters do and that she is prepared to 

risk her life for him.

2. To give up his country to his three daughters.

3. He probably does not want to live with the two dishonest daughters or he lost his mind.

4.  He realizes that Cordelia loves him more than his other daughters do and that she is prepared 

to risk her life for him.

5.  They told their father that they loved him much more than they really did, but this was not true.

6. Very sad and sorry because she loves him.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1.  They ran to different places. Sikes stayed in the country while Tobby went to London to tell 

Fagin.

2. I think that bad conditions and their needs for food and money can make evil live in anybody.

3. He found himself in a field in the country near to the house they tried to break into.

4. As he was a small, young boy not a big strong thief.

5. Yes, as they could guess that the thieves were two men with a small child.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
1. Rose.

2. Oliver Twist.

3. As he was a small young boy.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

It’s time for hard work to build up our country’s future.
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Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) How37-d) organisation25-a) throughout13-b) difficulty1-

d) for38-c) done26-c) Several14-c) physiotherapy2-

c) Incredibly39-a) to27-a) graduate15-c) achieved3-

c) disabled40-d) on28-b) tutor16-d) inspired4-

b) physiotherapy41-a) with29-c) wheelchair17-a) career5-

a) inspire42-a) part30-c) blind18-c) incredible6-

d) tutor43-b) about31-c) patient19-c) kung fu7-

c) graduate44-c) off32-a) with20-d) admire8-

a) joined45-d) called33-b) aged21-d) for9-

a) for34-b) founded22-d) to10-

b) to know35-a) complimented23-b) of11-

c) broken36-a) admire24-d) award12-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

patientpatience10-PhysiotherapyAnthropology1-

awardreward11-wheelchairarmchair2-

throughoutthrowout12-wonearned3-

incrediblecredible13-IncredibleCredible4-

wokewalked14-inspiredaspired5-

graduatedgraded15-overlookslooks6-

UrbanRural16-placepart7-

bornborne17-aged / at the age ofaging8-

see / heardeaf / blind18-viewreview9-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) no article31-d) no article21-b) the11-a) a1-

c) The more32-b) the22-c) The12-b) an2-

c) the33-d) no article23-a) a13-c) the3-

c) The34-c) The24-d) no article14-a) a4-

d) no article35-c) the25-c) The15-b) an5-

c) no article36-a) a26-d) no article16-d) no article6-

b) a37-c) The27-a) a17-c) the7-

d) the28-d) no article28-c) the18-a) a8-

d) no article29-d) no article19- b) the9-

 a) a30-d) an20-b) The10-

2  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:
1. The story which Omar read was interesting.

2. Rome is an Italian city.

3. The dinner we had in the club yesterday, was very nice.

4. The lion is a wild animal.

5. Egypt is in the north of Africa.

6. Are you interested in the history of Egypt?

7. My son sleeps eight hours a day.

8. Ali graduated from the University of Ain Shams.

9. This was an easy test.

10. He was the first one to arrive at school.

11. The hotel (which) we stayed at, overlooks the sea.

12. I went to school in the car.

13. The party (which) they attended, was very nice.

14. My father is a teacher of French.

15. President Nasser was a great leader.

16. The harder you work, the higher marks you will get.

17. She lives in the United States of America.

18. The rich should raise money for charities.

19. I bought an old car.

20. I want a cup of tea.

21. Hana goes to the cinema once or twice a year.

22. This is an interesting job.

23. We live in the Arab Republic of Egypt.

24. The story that Hassan read was exciting.
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9 Based on Unit 9TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. How did you make it? / How could you make it? 

2. How long did the course take?

3. Only 200 pounds. 

4. We could go together.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. Thanks, I am very pleased. 

2. Congratulations on your marriage.

3. Well done. It’s very clever of you. 

4. Thanks, that is kind of you.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- a) graduate 4- c) the 7- a) Amazingly 10- c) the
2- d) no article 5- c) disabled 8- b) an 11- b) doing
3- a) awards 6- d) No article 9- d) congratulated 12- a) a

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. Cotton and wheat are grown in the Arab Republic of Egypt.

2. I need a loaf of bread.

3. Paris is the capital of France.

4. Egypt is an African country.

5  Find and correct the mistakes in each of the following:    

RightWrongRightWrong

blinddeaf3-inspireconspire1-

graduatedgraded4-ruralurban2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. They both had no jobs or land at home. They had little money and often lived in poor, 
crowded buildings.
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2. To help the poor workers there by giving classes in English and job skills for factory workers 
at night. They opened a kindergarten for small children whose parents worked in factories.

3. Because poor workers were working during the day and were free only at night.
4. I think it was a success because today in Chicago, the Hull House Association continues the 

social work that was begun by Jane Addams more than a century ago.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. b) People who come to live in a country from another country.

6. c) Jane and Ellen.

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1. She was 87.

2. I learn from reading about Helen Killer that nothing is impossible.

3.  Yes, I admire her character very much because she set a good example of determination and 

strong will.

4. Because of an illness she had when she was a baby.

5. (Answers may vary).

6. She taught them that nothing is impossible and how to face and overcome hardships.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1. He realised that Oliver is a good child who needed help.

2. Because they weren’t able to solve the case and get the thieves.

3. Yes, as they could guess that the thieves were two men and a small child.

4. Because no one was there and there was a sign on the door of the house said “sold”.

5.  We could look after them and send the orphans to good workhouses where they can live and 

eat well.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
1. An old woman to Mrs. Corney.

2. It was said in the room of Mrs. Corney in the workhouse.

3. Because she was very ill and was about to die.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:
Charities try to help the disabled especially the blind.
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C on Units 7-9 (Workbook)TTestest

Language FunctionsA
1  Finish the following dialogue:  

1. Congratulations./Well done.

2. Did you draw this/that picture?

3. You’ve always been good at taking photographs.

4. Should I join the competition?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I must congratulate you on passing your driving test.

2. That’s excellent./I must say, it’s very good.

3. You should wash your hands before you eat.

4. You must drive on the left in Britain. / Remember to drive on the left in Britain.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) disease 4- b) owner 7- c) mustn’t 10-  b) have tried
2- a) attract 5- c) overlooks 8- a) should 11-  b) the
3- d) captured 6- a) several 9- c) had known 12- a) a

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. What should I do?

2. If Hana had been feeling well, she wouldn’t have gone to the doctor.

3. The story Omar read was interesting.

4. Ali went to the club because he wasn’t busy.

5  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

bornborne3-infectionsinfectious1-

CongratulationsInvitations4-wheelchairswing2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. Because this helps to stop infections.
2. Because she watched a play.
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3. They performed for all the children in the hospital.
4. She would have seen the play.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. a) tomorrow

6. c) physiotherapy

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1. Answers may vary.

2. He decided to give up his country.

3. I learn from reading about Helen Killer that nothing is impossible.

4. Answers may vary. 

5. Answers may vary.

6. Answers may vary.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions:
1. Nancy and Sikes kidnapped him and took him back to Fagin.

2. He told him everything about the bad and difficult boy who was called Oliver.

3.  As Oliver was small enough to go through the small window to the country house to open 

the door for them.

4. Student’s own answer.

5. Because Oliver is a small boy and they expected to see a big, strong man.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

1. Rose to Mrs. Maylie.

2. When Oliver was lying in bed after he had been shot.

3. At MrsMaylie’s house.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

Many people can’t express their feeling easily.
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Practice TestPractice Test 3 SEGSEG

Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  

1. I watched a program about amazing people.

2. Yes, it was.

3. What is the best part of the program that you admired?

4. Is it challenging?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:

1. You should do more exercises.

2. I think you should listen more to speak better English.

3. It describes the hard life of orphans and poor people in 19th century London.

4. What a nice appearance you have!

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1-  b) novel 4- d) infections 7- b) stage 10- c) a three-hour

2- b) should have come 5- d) school 8- d) had had 11- a) space

3- c) poisonous 6- b) must have dropped 9- b) tutor 12- a) plays and poems

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the words in brackets to give the same meaning:

1. The horse seems to be fast.

2. If Nancy had studied well, she would have got high marks.

3. Having been unemployed, I found it difficult to get work.

4. I am going to finish my studying earlier.

5  Find the mistake and correct it:

RightWrongRightWrong

onlineinline3-bathebath1-

byin4-many ofmany2-
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ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

1. No. As he knows that smoking is dangerous to health especially for children.

2. Because the girl seemed very sure of herself.

3. In order not to be seen by a policeman.

4. No. As she answered him without a smile that her father is a policeman.

5. a

6. b

7  Answer Only four(4) of the following:

1. People can have feelings without being able to talk about them.

2. She used touch to teach Helen to communicate with her hands.

3. I think sight is the most important sense.

4.  They pretended to love their father to have his money and country. The truth is that they don’t 

laugh their father at all.

5. He was born and died on the same day, April 23, but not in the same year.

6. Answers vary.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1. He begged Mr. Sikes not to make him do that. Mr. Sikes threatened him with his gun.

2. Yes. As they are very kind.

3.  They knew that the only entrance to the house was a small window and so they get Oliver to 

go through it and open the front door for them.

4.  She was the nurse who brought Oliver’s mother to the workhouse when she became ill. She 

stole a gold locket from Oliver’s mother.

5. To investigate with the suspects to see if they are guilty or innocent.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

1. Rose

2. Oliver

3. Evil can be found in all people including children.
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WritingE
9  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

We should respect scientists, writers and men of letters.




